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Dear Clients :

We are pleased to provide you with a performance report on our third quarter of
2017 and a summary of portfolio changes .
The rally in the U.S. equity markets continued unabated in the third quarter with
the S&P 500 rising 4.5%. The Index has risen for eight consecutive quarters and
is up 14.2% through the first nine months of this year. CK Advisors had a dece nt
third quarter as our equity composite rose 3.7% (after fees) and is up 13.6% for
the year. Our equities perfo rmed surprisingly well as we expected some
retracement in our relative performance due to our unusually strong second
quarter. Indeed, prior to the impact of cash and our advisory fee we were
essentially in line with the S&P return for the quarter.
Earlier this month you should have received a statement of your account
performance and management fees . Your investment performance may vary
from our equity composite for a variety of reasons. Returns for balanced account
clients will reflect a blend of the equity performance and a small fixed income
return .
The U.S. economy cont inued to move ahead at a steady albeit uninspiring clip of
around two percent. Consumer spending remained decent but the pace of job
and housing gains mod erated . Capital spending and exports perked up, helped
by a lower U.S. dolla r and improved overseas economies. In fact, the biggest
positive surprise of 2017 has been better than expected economic activ ity
outside of the U.S. For the first time since 2010, global economic growth
exceeded forecasts , with modest upward revisions for all major regions of the
world. This synchronized global growth underpinned impressive corporate
earnings gains as well as the market's ascent.
In terms of individual securities, Amphenol , Littelfuse and Orbital ATK contributed
nicely to our quarterly performance . Amphenol is a diversified manufacturer of
electronic connectors and sensors. The stock was propelled by the compa ny's
strong earnings and exciting futu re. Amphenol has enjoyed excellent organic
growth due to robust electron ics demand coupled with market share gains
stemming from technology leadership , superior customer service and prod uct
breadth . The company has an agile and decentralized organization with few
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layers of management. This lean structure reduces costs and enables local
managers to respond quickly to customer needs and market change s.
Amphenol has also had a highly successful acquisition program, purchasi ng well
managed companies with leading technologies and market positions . Through
cost efficiencies and operational excellence it has been able to significa ntly
increase the profitabi lity of acquired companies. After a long history of selling
only connectors , Amphenol recently expanded into the sensor industry . This
large and highly frag mented industry provides Amphenol with an outstanding
new growth platform and vehicle for further acquis itions.
Littelfuse makes elect ronic and electrical parts for circuit protection, power
control and sensing applications. The stock surged in the wake of an excellent
earnings report and an attract ive acquisition. The company raised quarterly profit
guidance substantially, citing very strong demand for its electronic products. This
demand was fueled by growth in a wide variety of electronic applications , such as
the connection of more devices to the Internet and the proliferation of electronic
content in vehicles .
The company's pending acquisition of IXYS Corporation meshes well with
Littelfuse 's existing power control portfolio. IXYS makes semiconductors which
improve power efficiency, reliability and performance for customers in a wide
range of industries. We expect large cost savings , good cross-selling
opportunities and significant earnings accretion.
Although we only recently initiated a position in defense supplier Orbital ATK , the
stock soared due to Northrup Grumman's takeover agreement at a 40% premium
to our cost position . We believe that this all-cash transaction will go through . We
plan to hold Orbital in taxable client accounts since the deal could close after the
one year anniversary of our purchase of the stock , providing clients with long
term capital gains tax treatm ent. In nontaxable accounts we may sell the stock
earlier provided we are able to find attractive alternatives.
Johnson Controls and Medtronic detracted from performance . JCl's stock sold
off after the company reported low quality quarterly results , reduced annual
earnings guidance and slas hed its free cash flow projection for the year .
Management blamed weak Buildings segment revenues and orders on
distractions caused by the company's recent merger with Tyco International. In

the Power Solutions segment, sales of automotive batteries were soft as well.
Customers delayed orders as they anticipated being able to buy batterie s later at
lower prices.
We believe that merger-related issues will prove transitory and that management
has set forth a plaus ible plan for restoring free cash flow to targeted levels. We
are also encouraged that former Tyco CEO George Oliver became CEO and
Chairman of JCI in Septemb er, sooner than expected. Under Oliver's leadership

Tyco achieved impressive margin expansion and solid free cash flow gene ration.
Nonetheless , in light of increased merger integration and execu tion risks we
reduced the size of our position during the quarter.
Medtronic 's stock fell after the company shaved annual profit guidance due to
challenges faced by the device maker's Diabetes segment. Medtronic recently
introduced a revolution ary new glucose monitoring system which automates
insulin dosing using both pumps and sensors . Demand for this product far
exceeded management's expectations , leaving Medtronic with an inadequate
supply of sensors . Making matters worse , many customers deferred purchases
of pumps as they waited for the company 's sensors to become available. We
view this as a temporary problem which should not impair Medtronic's long-term
profit potential.
During the period we added to our Pfizer holdings , while trimming positions in
Comcast , Carnival and NVR. Pfizer has launched several blockbuster drugs in
cancer, heart disease and immunology. Continued growth from these products
combined with a steady decline in losses from patent expiration should result in
an earnings accelera tion beginning next year. We like Pfizer's robust pipeline ,
generous dividend , pristine balance sheet and low price/earnings multiple .
Finally, tax reform could be a meaningful source of upside if the company were
permitted to repatriate massive overseas cash at a low tax rate.
We sold some of our Comcast holdings after the company said it would lose a
sizeable number of video subscribers in the third quarter. The company cited a
highly competitive video envi ronment due to the introduction of aggressively
priced TV streaming service s and smaller packages of TV channels (aka "skinny
bundles") by new entrants. W ith a diverse portfolio and strong growth expected
in highly profitable businesses outside of video, Comcast should continue to
generate solid earnings in coming years . Nonetheless , because of increased
competitive risks in video, stellar appreciation in the stock and Comcast's large
position size, we thoug ht it prudent to take some profits.
We modestly reduced our position in cruise operator Carnival. The long-term
prospects for the cruise industry appear to be intact but the hurricanes in the
Caribbean could negative ly impact the company 's earnings for longer than
investors expect. Carnival has experienced recent weakness in bookings for its
Caribbean itineraries. If this weakness persists , demand and pricing for cruises
in this important region could decline , hurting Carnival 's earnings . Finally, we
trimmed what was a large position in homebuilder NVR as we thought the stock's
valuation was no longer compelling.
On another matter , our previous holding of DuPont became DowDuPont
following the merger with Dow Chemical in September. We are excited by the
company 's prospects since the combination should yield substantial cost savings
and is headed by CEO Ed Breen , who created significant shareholder value as

CEO of Tyco International and General Instruments. DowDuPont plans to
separate into three companies in 2019, which could generate additional upside
for the shares .
Please feel free to contac t us with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

Daniel K. Cantor
Managing Member
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